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1. INTRODUCTION
  Ž .Let G be a finite group of order G . The k GV -conjecture states that,
 for a given prime p not dividing G and every elementary abelian p-group
V on which G acts faithfully, the number of conjugacy classes of the
semidirect product GV is bounded from above by the order of V, that is,
 k GV  V .Ž .
For p-solvable groups, this assertion is equivalent to R. Brauer’s cele-
Ž .brated k B -conjecture, claiming in general that the number of irreducible
characters in a p-block B is bounded by the order of a defect group of B.
   In view of the Clifford reduction in RT and R2 , it will follow from our
 main theorem, the result for p 2 by Gluck G , and from recent work of
  Ž .Gluck and Magaard GM that the k GV -conjecture holds for all primes
p different from 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 19, 31.
Ž .  In attacking the k GV -problem, using a result of Gallagher Ga , one
can assume irreducibility of V as an  G-module. By the combined workp
     of Knorr K , Gow Go , Robinson R1, R2 , and Robinson and Thompson¨
  Ž .RT , the k GV -conjecture holds whenever, for some   V, the restric-
Ž .tion of V to C  contains a self-dual faithful submodule. Such a vectorG
will be called weakly real. In case V itself is a self-dual module, theC Ž .G
vector is called real. The notion is motivated from the fact that in this
Ž .semisimple co-prime situation, a module is self-dual precisely when its
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Brauer character is real valued. More generally, if G acts F-linear for
some extension field F of the prime field, a vector   V is called F-real
if V is self-dual with respect to F.C Ž .G
Ž .The search for weakly real vectors allows an inductive approach to the
Ž .k GV -conjecture via Clifford theory. Suppose V is a faithful FG-module
for some finite extension field F of  . Carrying out the Clifford reductionp
   as in RT or R2 , one can assume a situation where there is a minimal
nonabelian normal subgroup E of G which acts irreducibly on V such that
Ž . Ž .End V  End V . Furthermore, we may assume the module V isF G FE
tensor indecomposable. This reduces the problem either to the quasisim-
Ž .ple case, that is, the generalized Fitting subgroup F* G is the central
Ž .product of the center Z Z G and a quasisimple nonabelian normal
Ž . Ž .subgroup E, or to the extraspecial case, where F* G  F G is the
central product of the center Z and E, where E is an extraspecial q-group
for some prime q p.
A real vector for G is real for all subgroups of G. We embed E into
Ž . Ž .GL V through the faithful representation. If the normalizer N E isGL ŽV .
Ž .a p-group which is always true in our cases; see Section 3 , we may
Ž .assume that GN E , so G is the largest possible group.GL ŽV .
In this paper we deal exclusively with the quasisimple case. The first
 definitive result was obtained by Liebeck L . The starting point of our
  Žinvestigation is the main result of D. Goodwin’s Ph.D. thesis Gd see also
   .Gd1 and Gd2 . In his work ‘‘Regular Orbits of Linear Groups,’’ he gives
Ž  .a list of triples E, n, F , where E is a nonabelian quasisimple group, n is
the dimension of an irreducible E-module V over the field F, where
Ž .  char F  p is a prime not dividing G , where G is isomorphic to a
Ž .subgroup of N E containing E. This list contains all possibilities ofGL ŽV .
Ž  . Ž .such triples E, n, F where GN E has no regular orbit in itsGL ŽV .
Ž  .permutation action on V. We call these triples E, n, F Goodwin triples.
Ž  .We remark that, up to a few exceptions, a Goodwin triple E, n, F does
determine the isomorphism type of the module V. We will restate Good-
win’s result in Section 2. Note that if G is a regular G-orbit in V, then 
is a real vector for the group G. We prove:
THEOREM. Let G be a finite group. Suppose V is a faithful FG-module of
 F-dimension n, where F is a finite field of characteristic co-prime to G .
Assume there is a quasisimple normal subgroup E of G which is irreducible on
V. Then there exists an F-real ector in V for G except when F is the prime
field and one of the following holds:
Ž .    4A E 2. A , n 2, F  11, 19, 31 ,5
Ž .  B E 2. A , n 4, F  7,6
Ž . Ž .    4C E 2.U 2 , n 4, F  7, 13, 19, 31 .4
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Ž .  In C for F  31, there is a weakly real ector in V for G. In all other
Ž .exceptional cases, the group N E is a p-group and has no weakly realGL ŽV .
ector in V.
Ž .We mention that the assumptions in the theorem imply F* G 
Ž .EZ G and, of course, the irreducibility of V as a G-module. Combined
   with Gluck’s and Magaard’s work on the extraspecial case GM and RS
for p 2, this proves:
COROLLARY 1. Let G be a finite group. Suppose V is a faithful irreducible
Ž .  FG-module where char F  p does not diide G . Assume there is no real
ector in V for G. Then F  , G is absolutely irreducible on V, and p is onep
of the primes 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 19, or 31.
Ž .COROLLARY 2. The k GV -conjecture holds true for all primes p 3, 5,
7, 11, 13, 19, 31.
Ž .So in order to solve the k GV -problem, only these special situations
have to be dealt with. If no vector is weakly real, we can usually find   V
Ž . Ž .such that C  is abelian. This leads to see Section 6G
Ž .COROLLARY 3. The k GV -conjecture holds true wheneer G has an
irreducible normal quasisimple subgroup.
ŽExcluding the cases where E is an alternating group of degree less than
Ž .. Žchar F and V is its ‘‘deleted’’ permutation module over F see Section
.2 , where always real vectors exist, the remaining triples in Goodwin’s list
are finite in number. The occurrence of all the larger groups in this finite
set is related to the action of these groups as automorphisms of well-known
lattices which give rise to extraordinarily small character degrees. We show
by a case-by-case analysis that a real vector exists in all but the three
Ž . Ž . Ž .exceptional cases A , B , and C in the theorem. Furthermore, all these
 groups are fortunately Atlas-groups A , and our work is completely based
Ž .on the character tables given in the Atlas, except for the group 2.U 2 and4
its four-dimensional modules, where we used the computer system GAP
 S .
2. GOODWIN’S RESULT
In this section we give the exact result of Goodwin.
Let c	 5 and let F be a finite extension of  . The F-vector spacep
Ž . 4V  , . . . ,  :   F, Ý  0 is a module for the alternating group1 c i i
Ž .A via the natural permutation action on the coordinates. We call thisc
module the deleted permutation module over F for A . This is a self-dualc
Ž .module, so every vector is real under the action of A even for S .c c
In his Ph.D. thesis, Goodwin always assumes F  is the prime field.p
We work over arbitrary finite fields F.
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The FG-module V viewed as an  G-module is the multiple of anp
Ž .irreducible  G-module, say V . Let F    
 F be the field gener-p 0 0 p V
Žated by the character to V via embedding roots of unity into an algebraic
.    closure of  . Then F : F is the multiplicity of V in V I, 9.18 , and wep 0 0
see that E is still irreducible on V . Assume there is a regular orbit on V .0 0
Then there is a regular orbit on V. Hence Goodwin’s result gives possible
groups E. His proof for the size of the prime field for the remaining E’s
relies on the fact that in case that no regular orbit exists, we have
   Ž . V Ý C g . Investigating this inequality, he gives indeed upper1 gG 
n'   bounds for V  F .
Now we restate Goodwin’s main result for arbitrary F, which can be
   deduced from the proof given in the prime field case in Gd1 and Gd2 .
Ž  .THEOREM see Gd . Suppose V is a faithful FG-module of F-dimension
Ž .  n, where F is a finite field of char F  p not diiding G . Assume there is a
quasisimple normal subgroup E of G which is irreducible on V. Then G has a
regular orbit on V or one of the following holds:
Ž . Ž .A E is an alternating group A , c char F , and V is the deletedc
permutation module oer F for E.
Ž . Ž  .B The triple E, n, F belongs to the following list:
Ž .I Alternating groups:
Ž .  a A , n 3, F  11,5
Ž .    4b A , n 4, F  7, 11, 13 ,5
Ž .  c 2. A , n 2, F  61,5
Ž .    4d 2. A , n 4, F  7, 11, 13 ,5
Ž .    4e A , n 5, F  7, 11, 13, 17, 19 ,6
Ž .    4f 2. A , n 4, F  7, 11, 13 ,6
Ž .  g 3. A , n 3, F  49,6
Ž .    4h 3. A , n 6, F  7, 11, 13 ,6
Ž .  i 2. A , n 4, F  11.7
Ž .II Linear groups:
Ž . Ž .    4a L 7 , n 3, F  11, 23, 25 ,2
Ž . Ž .  b L 7 , n 6, F  5,2
Ž . Ž .  c 6.L 4 , n 6, F  13.3
Ž .III Unitary groups:
Ž . Ž .    4a U 3 , n 6, F  5, 11 ,3
Ž . Ž .  b U 3 , n 7, F  5,3
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Ž . Ž .  c U 2 , n 5, F  49,4
Ž . Ž .  d U 2 , n 6, F  43,4
Ž . Ž .  e U 2 , n 10, F  7,4
Ž . Ž .  f 2.U 2 , n 4, F  49,4
Ž . Ž .  g 6 .U 3 , n 6, F  151,1 4
Ž . Ž .  h 6 .U 3 , n 12, F  11,1 4
Ž . Ž .    4i U 2 , n 10, F  7, 13 ,5
Ž . Ž .  j U 2 , n 11, F  7.5
Ž .IV Other quasisimple groups:
Ž .    4a 2. J , n 6, F  11, 19 ,2
Ž .  b 6.Suz, n 12, F  19,
Ž . Ž .  c S 2 , n 7, F  79,6
Ž . Ž .  d 2.S 2 , n 8, F  11,6
Ž . Ž .  e 2. 2 .2, n 8, F  271.8
Ž . ŽIt is well known how to settle case A of Goodwin’s result see
.Proposition 1 below . Thus the main part of this work deals with the triples
Ž .occurring in case B .
Ž .3. THE GROUP GN EGL ŽV .
Ž .We describe the groups GN E for the various groups E occur-GL ŽV .
Ž . Ž .ring in Goodwin’s list. Let F  End V and F  End V . ThenG F G E FE
Ž . Z Z G  F .G
The Brauer character afforded by the irreducible FG-module V of
Ž .dimension n is always denoted by  . Let  Irr E be a constituent of
Ž .the complex character  . We can view  as a Brauer character and getE
Ž . Ž Ž .F equals the field of character values F  embedding the complexE
  .  G -th roots of unity into  I, 9.14 . We havep
   n  1  F : F  1  F : F  n .Ž . Ž .E E 0
If there are different characters in question, we use the numbering of the
Atlas for  .
Ž .As E is irreducible on V, we see that the central product G  EC E0 G
Ž . is normal in G and C E  F . The structure of G can now beG E
determined as follows.
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 With the help of the Atlas A , it is straightforward to check the
following:
Ž .i F  F and V is an absolutely irreducible FE-module exceptE
Ž .   Ž .   Ž .  possibly in the cases I d F  7, 13; I h F  7, 11, 13; II b F  5; and
Ž .  III h F  11. In these cases there exists a module V of dimension n over
  Ž Ž . .F such that F : F  2 hence  1  n  n2 . We call these casesE 0
where F  F the exceptional cases of induced type.E
Ž . Ž .ii F  F, so Z Z G  F*.G
Ž . Ž .We always have F* G  EZ and GC E is isomorphic to aG
Ž . Ž .subgroup of Aut E . In all cases there is a largest group up to isoclinism
Ž . Ž . Ž .H E.r Atlas notation , with Z H  Z E , such that  viewed as a
complex character is extendible to H. Inspection of Goodwin’s list shows
Ž . Žr 1 or r 2 in all cases except III h , where r 2  2. If H in some
.isoclinic version acts on V, then HG and GHZ, or we are in an
 Ž .exceptional case of induced type where always F  C E and G E G 0
  EF is a normal subgroup of index r  1 in G and G is not a centralE
product.
Ž . Ž .If HG, then it may occur that GC E HZ H . Clearly, in thisG
 case, H : E  2 and GE must be cyclic of order divisible by 4. We
conclude that G is isomorphic to a subgroup of index 2 in the central
ˆproduct GHC , where a cyclic group of order s is denoted by C .2 Z  s
To see that G acts on V, one has to calculate the character values of  for
ˆ ˆelements G G . Let sG be a generator of C . Then for xH
G,0 2 Z 
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .we have xsG and  xs   x  s for some  Irr C . Again the2 Z 
Atlas gives:
Ž . Ž . Ž .iii HG except in the following cases: I h p 7, 13; II b
Ž . Ž . Ž .p 5; II c p 13; III a p 5, 11; and III i p 7, 13, which we call the
exceptional cases of invariant type.
Ž .Now it is obvious that, in all cases, the group N E is indeed aGL ŽV .
  Žp-group as E and F are p-groups, and GG  2 except in caseE 0
Ž ..III h . We summarize the properties of G in the following way:
Ž  . Ž .COROLLARY. Let E, n, F be a Goodwin triple. Then GN EGL ŽV .
Ž .is a p-group. Except in case III h , the central product G  EF has0 E
index at most 2 in G, and one of the following holds:
Ž .I The group G is nonexceptional; that is, GHZ is a central
Ž .product oer Z E for some group H, uniquely determined up to isoclinism,
with Z F  F.E
Ž .II G is not a central product and either F  F and G is exceptionalE
of inariant type, or else F  F and G is exceptional of induced type.E
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 How we work with the character tables in A to determine the various
groups is explained in the following:
Ž . Ž  .    4EXAMPLE. Suppose we are in case I h 3. A , 6, F , F  7, 11, 13 .6
If the restriction of  to E 3. A is absolutely irreducible, then  6 16
Ž .or  and  affords a primitive third root of unity on Z E . Hence16*
 F  11 in this case. Furthermore, Goodwin’s proof shows that in this case
   for F  13, a regular orbit exists. So F  7. The automorphisms of A6
Ž .leading to A .2 and A .2 do not centralize Z E . Therefore  and6 1 6 2 16
 are not invariant under these automorphisms, but both characters16* '  extend to H 3. A .2 . involving  2 on H  E. As F  7, we see that6 3
Ž .H is not a subgroup of GL V and G is of invariant type. Calculating the
 character values as indicated above shows that indeed GG  2.0
Ž .Now we assume that  is not absolutely irreducible but irreducible .E
Then G is of induced type and  equals the sum of two irreducibleE
 4 Ž .characters belonging to the set  ,  ,  ,  on which Out A acts14 14* 15 15* 6'regularly. All four characters in question involve 5 and a primitive third
root of unity  .
' If F  7 or 13, then 5 F, but  F and  extends either toE
Ž .H  3. A .2 or H  3. A .2 depending on  , e.g., if      ,1 6 1 2 6 2 E E 14 15*
Ž .then  extends to H by the action of Out A on the four characters inE 2 6
question.
' If F  11, then 5 F and  F. Hence either H or H  3. A .22 3 6 3
Ž .are subgroups of G depending on  .E
4. PRELIMINARIES
In this section we describe our method for the nonexceptional cases,
where G is a central product, and for the exceptional ones. We write in
the nonexceptional cases
GHZ,
Ž . Ž .and in this situation for given 0   V, let C C  , C  C  , andG H H
Ž . Ž² :.N N  N  . Then C Z 1 and C is isomorphic to a sub-H H H
group of N containing C . Inspecting the character tables of E, we willH H
often apply the following:
LEMMA 1. Let   V and assume GHZ. Suppose that the restriction
of  to C takes only real alues. Then each of the following conditionsH
implies that  is a real ector for G in V:
Ž .a N C is an elementary abelian 2-group and  takes only realH H
alues on N ,H
Ž . Ž .b for all xN  C ,  x  0 holds or x is an inolution,H H
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Ž .  Ž .   Ž . c Z : Z H is relatiely prime to N C : C ,H H H
Ž . Ž .d N  C  Z H .H H
Ž . Ž .Proof. We have either N  N Z or N  N  Z. To anyG H G H
xN there exists a unique z  Z such that xz  C. Conversely, everyH x x
c C can be written c xz zx with xH and z Z; then xNH
and z z . The assignment : x z is a homomorphism of N into Zx x H
Ž . Ž .with kernel C . Taking character values given the claim in a and b . InH
Ž . Ž .c and d we have C C .H
  Ž .Lemma 1 similar to GM, Lemma 1.11 . Now we deal with case A . Our
 argument follows RT, Corollary 6 .
Ž .PROPOSITION 1. In case A of Goodwin’s theorem, a real ector exists.
ŽProof. We have G S  Z for every c	 5 for c 6, inspect thec
 .character table in A . Let H S . Let V be the deleted permutationc
   module over F and F :   n. Then V nV as an  S -module I, 9.18 ,p 0 p c
Ž .where V is the deleted permutation module over  . Write p k c 10 p
Ž . l. As p c, we have k l, and for   k, . . . , k, l  V 
 V, we0 0
Ž .have C   S , which is maximal and self-normalizing in H. NowH 0 c1
apply Lemma 1.
Now we briefly discuss our method in the exceptional cases. First
assume we are in an exceptional case of induced type. Then the n-dimen-
sional FG-module V corresponds to the complex character    	,
Ž .where 	 generates the group Gal F F of order 2. We remark that theE
permutation representation of G on the sets V and W are equal where V0
is the irreducible FG -module with character    	 and W is the0 0
irreducible F G -module with character  .E 0
The following lemma enables us to extend our methods of the nonexcep-
Ž .tional type Lemma 1 to the induced type, as in this case the central
product G  EF is of index 2 in G.0 E
Ž   .LEMMA 2. Suppose F is not central in G so that F : F  2 . ThenE E
there is an absolutely irreducible F G -module W which is permutationE 0
isomorphic to V as a G -module. If there is a real ector for G in W0 0
Ž .self-duality with regard to F , there is a real ector in V for G.E
Proof. We may identify W V as sets. Let wW be the real vector
Ž . Ž .for G  EC E . As  x  0 for all xG G and  is real0 G 0 C Ž .G 0
valued, the claim follows as in Lemma 1.
Placing this lemma in a more general context shows that after applying
the Clifford reduction, one can assume that the restriction of  to every
normal subgroup is absolutely irreducible; see the proof of RT, Theorem
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12 . But here we work with Goodwin’s result, so we do not assume absolute
irreducibility of  restricted to E; hence some groups of induced type
occur.
If the group G is exceptional of invariant type, we have HG,
Ž .EG, and G  EZ F* G is of index 2 in G. As G is a central0 0
product, we may apply Lemma 1 to G and then the following lemma to0
find real vectors in V.
LEMMA 3. Let G be a group of inariant type. Suppose  is a real ector
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .for G . If C   C  , then C   C  and  is a real ector for G0 E G G E0
in V.
Ž . Ž .Proof. We must have C   C  , because otherwise G would beG E
Ž .isomorphic to the central product of EC  and Z, contradicting ourG
assumption on G.
We finally investigate the existence of regular orbits in terms of the size
 of the field of scalars. Our arguments are similar to those in PP . We call
Ž .an F-subspace U of V a fixed space provided U C X for someV
subgroup X of G. In this case we call
Xˆ C U  C C XŽ . Ž .Ž .G G V
Žthe closure of X with regard to V, and X is a closed subgroup with
ˆ ˆ ˆ. Ž . Ž .respect to V if X X. Observe that C X  C X . If X 1, thenV V
ˆŽ .C X  V by faithfulness. A regular G-orbit on V corresponds to aV
Ž . Ž .vector of V which is not contained in C X for any minimal closedV
subgroup X 1 of G. We may embed any group of p-roots of unity into
an algebraic closure  of  . This induces an embedding of complexp p
character values of any p-group into  .p
LEMMA 4. There is an integral polynomial f  f Ý a t i of  , G 0 i n i
degree n and highest coefficient a  1 with the following properties: It takesn
 nonnegatie alues at each prime power which is co-prime to G for which
the alues of  may be embedded into the field of corresponding order. If L is
Ž  .such a field, there is an LG-module W affording  , and f L 	 0 equals
the number of ectors contained in regular G-orbits on W. In particular,
Ž  .f L  0 if and only if there exists no regular G-orbit on W.
Ž . n Ž  .Proof. Let f t  t  1. Then f F is the number of nontrivialn n
vectors of V. Let L be as in the lemma. Then there is an LG-module W
affording the Brauer character  . For any subgroup X of G,
 dim C X   , 1  dim C X .Ž . Ž .F V X X L W
ˆ ˆ ˆŽ Ž .. Ž . Ž .Let X C C X . Then X
 X and C X  C X . It follows thatG V V V
ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .C X  C X . But dim C X  dim C X by the above argu-W W F V L W
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ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ž . Ž .ment replacing X by X . Consequently, C X  C X and XW W
Ž Ž ..C C X .G W
Hence the closed subgroups of G with regard to V and W are the same.
These form a lattice with respect to intersection and the closure of the
usual join. Similarly, the fixed subspaces of V, W form lattices with regard
to intersection and taking the smallest fixed subspace containing the usual
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆŽ . Ž .join. The assignments X C X and X C X are lattice anti-V W
isomorphisms from the closed subgroups of G onto the fixed subspaces of
V and W, respectively, having pairwise the same dimensions. Thus we have
a lattice isomorphism between the fixed subspaces of V and W preserving
dimensions.
Ž .We count the number of nonzero vectors which belong to some proper
maximal fixed subspace in V, resp. W. This leads to an integral polynomial
of degree at most n 1 which only depends on  . The polynomial f of
the lemma is just the difference of f and this polynomial. Thus f is asn 
   asserted. It takes nonnegative values on F and L .
There is a regular G-orbit on W if and only if there is a one-dimen-
sional subspace of W which is not contained in any maximal fixed
Ž  .subspace of W. This is equivalent to saying that f L  0.
5. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
First we introduce some more notation which will be used in the proofs.
Elements of a given group are always denoted by the number of their
  ² :conjugacy class in the character table in A ; e.g., X 3 A denotes a
cyclic group of order 3 generated by an element belonging to class 3 A, a
Frobenius group of order 21 containing elements in class 3 A, and 7A is
² :denoted by Y 3 A, 7A and similar notations are used. Furthermore,
Ž .reg X is always the regular character of the group X, and X Y means
that X is a proper subgroup of Y.
If isoclinic groups exist, we always refer to the group whose character
  Žtable is given in the Atlas as G and to the other one by G in our cases
.there are always at most two isoclinic groups . If our arguments apply for
both groups, we also write just G for both groups.
We recall that in the nonexceptional cases, we can write GHZ,
Ž . Ž .where H E.2 or H E. Furthermore, n  1   1  n and F 0 G
Ž  .F  F. Now we deal with the various Goodwin triples E, n, F .E
5.1. Alternating Groups
Ž . ( ) Ž .a A , 3, 11 . Here G A  Z is of nonexceptional type,  15 5
² : Ž . 3, and H A . Let X 3 A H. We calculate   reg X , and if5 X
X YH, then Y is isomorphic either to S or to A . The restriction of3 4
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  to an A subgroup of H is irreducible and we have  , 1  0 if Y is4 Y
Ž .an S subgroup of H. Hence there is   V such that C  C   X.3 H H
Ž .Since N C  S and the restriction of  to the latter group is real,H H 3
Lemma 1 shows that  is real.
Ž . (  )    4b A , 4, F , F  7, 11, 13 . Here G S  Z is of nonexcep-5 5
  Ž .tional type for all F ,  1  4, and H S . Restricting  shows that5
there is   V such that C  S  C , which is maximal in H; henceH 3 2
Ž .C C   C . As  takes only real values on H, we are done.G H
Ž . (  )  c 2.A , 2, F , F  61. Here G 2. A Z is of nonexceptional5 5
Ž .type,  1  2, and H 2. A . No element of H centralizes any nonzero5 '   vector   V. As F  61 and  affords 5 , the possibilities for F are
 411, 19, 29, 31, 41, 49, 59, 61 . Each cyclic subgroup of H of order dividing
 F* normalizes two one-dimensional subspaces. Since H has only regular
orbits on V, we can now easily calculate the orbits of G on V. We get the
Ž    Ž .   Ž . .following list of tuples F , C  , . . . , C  , where the  are repre-G 1 G r i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .sentatives for the different orbits: 11, 5 , 19, 3 , 29, 2 , 31, 3, 5 , 41, 2, 5 ,
Ž . Ž . Ž .  49, 2, 5 , 59, 1 , and 61, 2, 3, 5 . If 4 divides F* , then an element x of
Ž .order 4 of H acts as diag i, i . Let z F* of order 4; then xz acts as
Ž .diag 1,1 , so xz is of order 2 and centralizes a real vector. Vectors
Ž .whose centralizer is of order greater than 2 are obviously non weakly real
as the dimension of V is 2.
Ž . (  )    4d 2.A , 4, F , F  7, 11, 13 . Suppose first that G is of5
Ž . Ž .nonexceptional type. Then G 2.S Z,  1   1  4, and H 2.S .5 5
       If F  7, then HH ; if F  11, then HH . For F  13, both
² :isoclinism types of H are normal subgroups of G. Let X 3 A . Then
Ž .  reg x  1 and X centralizes a two-dimensional subspace. OtherX
elements which centralize any nonzero vector occur only in the case
GG and are in class 2 B, resp. 6 A. In this case an element in class
Ž 2 .6 A 3 A  2 B acts as diag 1,1,  ,  , where  is a primitive sixth root
Ž     . ² :of unity we have F  7 or F  13 . Every subgroup X 3 A lies in a
² : Ž .  unique subgroup Y 6 A , hence, inside C X there are at least FV
Ž .linear independent vectors  such that C   X. Only one of these canH
Ž .be normalized by Y, therefore, there is   V such that N  
 E 2. AH 5
Ž . Ž . Ž .and N  C   C . As  2 A  0, the claim follows from LemmaH H 4
Ž .1 b .
Ž .Now suppose G is exceptional of induced type. Then  1  4 and
   4     . Moreover, 5 is not a square in F, so F  7, 13 . We haveE 6 7
 Ž .G  2. A F . Calculating the orbits on the F -module UU  of0 5 E E 6
Ž . Ž 2 .    G as in I c gives 7 , 2, 5 for F  7, and for F  13 a regular orbit0
  Ž .exists. Hence, arguing for F  7 as in I c , in both cases there is uU
which is real for G . Now apply Lemma 2.0
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Ž . (  )    4e A , 5, F , F  7, 11, 13, 17, 19 . Here G S  Z is of6 6
Ž .nonexceptional type,  1  5, and H S . A subgroup X 5 : 4 in H is6
the centralizer of a one-dimensional subspace of V and it is maximal in H.
As  is real, the result follows from Lemma 1.X
Ž . (  )    4f 2.A , 4, F , F  7, 11, 13 . Here G 2.S Z is of nonex-6 6
Ž .ceptional type,  1  4, and H 2.S . The following cases can occur:6
Ž .    4  i F  7, 13 ,   , and HH , or   and HH .8 9
Ž .    ii F  11,   , and HH , or   and HH .8 9
  We deal first with the case F  7,   , and HH . The case9
 , H will follow by interchanging 3 A and 3B, 6 A and 6B.8
Let H H such that H  2. A . We calculate the orbits of G on0 0 6
nonzero vectors. In H only elements in class 3 A centralize any nonzero0
² :    Ž . vector. Let X  3 A . Then  , 1  2. As H : N X  20,X 0 H 0
 Ž .  2 Ž .N X : X  12, and 7  1 48, we see that for 0 uU C X ,H V0
uH 0 U 12.
We conclude that there are four orbits of length 240 and two regular orbits
of length 720 under the action of H . The 12 vectors of uH 0 U of each0
orbit are distributed on the eight one-dimensional subspaces of U as
Ž . Ž .6, 6, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 , resp. three times 0, 0, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2 . This can be seen
from the action of a Sylow 3-subgroup of H and the fact that H contains0 0
i a central element of order 2. We call these orbits 
 and 
 for i 1, 2,6 2
4  Ž .   3 in the obvious way. Let G H Z. Let u 
 . Then C u  3 X0 0 6 G 0
 9. The orbits 
 i are fused under the action of Z, so for u 
 i we2 2
 Ž . have C u  3. So we get orbits of length 240, 720, 720, 720 under theG
 action of G . We remark that G : G  2. An element in class 2 B0 0
centralizes a two-dimensional subspace of V, and any nonzero vector 
which is centralized by some element xG G must be centralized by0
an element in class 2 B. This shows that two orbits of length 720 must fuse
in G, so the orbit lengths are 240, 720, and 1440. By looking at the
centralizers of order 3, 6, and 18, it is straightforward to see that no vector
is real.
   For F  13, we can deduce from the case F  7 that there is a
regular orbit in V under a subgroup X 2.S C of G. Hence there is6 3
 Ž .     V such that C   2. If F  11, we conclude that there is anG
H Ž . Ž . ² :orbit  of length 720 under the action of H and C   C   2 BG H
Ž .by Lemma 1 c .
Ž . (  )  g 3.A , 3, F , F  49. Here G 3. A Z is of nonexceptional6 6
Ž .type,  1  3, and H 3. A . As  affords a square root of 5 and a6
   primitive third root of unity, we have F  19, 31, 49 . There is a vector
² : Ž .0   V such that the subgroup X 4 A 
 C  . Inspecting theG
Ž .restriction of  to the overgroups of X in H shows that C   X andH
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Ž .N X is a dihedral group of order 8. Applying Lemma 1 gives theH
existence of a real vector.
Ž . (  )    4h 3.A , 6, F , F  7, 11, 13 . Suppose first that the restricted6
Ž . Ž .character  is absolutely irreducible. Then  1   1  6 and G is ofE
nonexceptional or invariant type. As  affords a primitive third root of
     4unity, we have F  11, so F  7, 13 . Furthermore, Goodwin’s proof
   shows that in this case, for F  13 a regular orbit exists. For F  7, G is
of invariant type, as the complex character  can be extended to H
'3. A .2 and  affords  2 on H.6 3
² : Ž .Let H  3. A and X 5 A 
H . Then   reg X  1. Inspect-0 6 0 X
Ž .ing the overgroups of X in H and using C   Z 1 shows that, for0 H 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .some nonzero   V, we have Z H C  Z H is isomorphic to a0 H 00
 4subgroup of H belonging to the set X, D , A , where D denotes a0 10 5 10
dihedral group of order 10. Calculating the inner products shows that
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .C   A for some   V. As N C   A  Z H , Lemma 1 dH 5 G H 5 00 0 0
shows that we may apply Lemma 3. We conclude that  is a real vector.
Now assume that  is not absolutely irreducible. Then G is of inducedE
Ž .    4type. Then H 3. A .2 1 i 3 , F  7, 11, 13 , and  restricted to6 i
3. A is the sum of two irreducible characters belonging to the set6
   4 ,  ,  ,  . In all cases we can apply Lemma 2 together with the14 14 15 15
Ž . results of I g to the group G  EF .0 E
We remark that the outer automorphisms of E leading to 3. A .2 and6 1
Ž .3. A .2 do not centralize Z E , hence these groups do not occur as6 2
 minimal groups after applying the Clifford reduction as in R2 . Neverthe-
less, they occur in Goodwin’s list.
Ž . ( )i 2.A , 4, 11 . Here G 2. A Z is of nonexceptional type,7 7
Ž .   1  4, F  11, and H 2. A . Elements of H of order 2, 4, 8, or 57
and in class 3 A do not centralize any nonzero vector   V. Frobenius
² :subgroups X 3B, 7A of order 21 centralize a one-dimensional sub-
space as do subgroups of order 7. Elements in class 3B centralize a
two-dimensional subspace. There are 8  15 subgroups of order 21, each
containing seven subgroups of order 3. As there are 4  35 groups of order
3 containing an element in class 3B, we see that each of these groups is
contained in six different Frobenius groups of order 21. Hence six one-
Ž .dimensional subspaces of the 12 one-dimensional subspaces in C 3BV
have centralizer of order 21; the other six have centralizer of order 3. As
there is no element of order 15 in H, a group of order 3 is not normalized
Ž .by an element of order 5; hence we can apply Lemma 1 c .
5.2. Linear Groups
Ž . ( ( )  )    4 Ž .a L 7 , 3, F , F  11, 23, 25 . Here G L 7  Z is of2 2
Ž . Ž .nonexceptional type,  1  3, and H L 7 . The restriction of  to an2
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A -subgroup of H is irreducible. Furthermore, if X S 
H, then4 3
    , 1  0 and  , 1  0. This shows that there is   V such thatX ²7A:
Ž . Ž Ž ..C  is cyclic of order 3. As N C   S and  is real on the latterH H H 3
group, we apply Lemma 1.
Ž . ( ( ) )b L 7 , 6, 5 . Suppose first that  is absolutely irreducible.2 E
Ž . Ž .Then  1   1 and the complex character  can be extended to
'Ž .  H L 7 .2, affording 2 . As F  5, we see that G is of invariant type.2
Ž .  Let H  L 7 G and X S 
H . We calculate  , 1  1 and X0 2 4 0 X
is maximal in H . We apply Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 to get a real   V.0
Ž .Now suppose G is of induced type. Then H L 7 .2 and the restric-2
Ž .tion of  to H  E L 7 equals    . The assertion follows from0 2 2 3
Ž . the results in II a and Lemma 2 applied to G  EF .0 E
Ž . ( ( ) )c 6.L 4 , 6, 13 . The complex character  of degree 6 of H 3 0' 'Ž . Ž .E 6.L 4 is extendible to H 6.L 4 .2 , affording 2 , resp.  23 3 1
Ž .  depending on the isoclinism type of H . As F  13, the group G is of
invariant type, and both isoclinic groups H and H give rise to the same
Ž .group G. If we view H as a maximal subgroup of X 6 .U 3 .2 , this0 1 4 2
representation is just the restriction of the six-dimensional representation
Ž . 4 Ž .of X. It follows that C  C   2 : A for some   V and N  0 H 5 H0 0
Ž . Ž Ž ..Z H  C see also III g . Now apply Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 to obtain0 0
a real   V.
5.3. Unitary Groups
Ž . ( ( )  )    4 Ž .a U 3 , 6, F , F  5, 11 . Let H  EU 3 and H3 0 3'Ž . Ž .    4U 3 .2. As  requires  3 on H H Atlas and F  5, 11 , we see3 0
that HG and G is of invariant type. Let X be a subgroup of H0
generated by some element belonging to class 3B. Then  contains theX
1-character. Only elements in class 2 A, 3B, and 4C generate cyclic
subgroups with this property. There is an element in 2 A normalizing X,
 obtaining an overgroup Y S . We compute  , 1  0, and therefore3 Y Y
Ž . Ž .X C  for some   V. Also, N X  Y. Recall that G H  ZH H 0 00 0
Ž . Ž .in this case. From Lemma 1 it follows that C C   S . If C y  C,G 3 G0
Ž . Ž .then C  has C as a normal subgroup of index 2. This forces C   SG G 3
 C and  is a real vector.2
Ž . ( ( ) ) Ž .b U 3 , 7, 5 . For  1  7, we have to distinguish between two3
possibilities for the module V.
Ž . Ž .i Here GU 3 .2 Z is nonexceptional,   , and H3 3
Ž . ² :U 3 .2. H contains a subgroup X 7 : 6 7A, 6B . Taking the inner3
 product gives  , 1  1. The subgroup X is only contained in subgroupsX
Ž .isomorphic to L 7 .2 which are maximal in H and do not centralize any2
nonzero vector. As  is real on X, we get a real   V.
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Ž . Ž .ii Here GU 3  Z is also nonexceptional, but   or3 4
Ž .  . The restriction of  to a maximal subgroup isomorphic to L 75 2
Ž .contains the 1-character and the irreducible character  of L 7 , which4 2
is real.
Ž . ( ( )  )   Ž .c U 2 , 5, F , F  49. Here GU 2  Z is nonexceptional,4 4
Ž . Ž . ² : Ž . 1  5, and HU 2 . Let X 5 A . Then   reg X . The sub-4 X
groups of H which contain X are isomorphic to one in the set D , 5 : 4,10
4 4 4 4 ² :A , S , A , S , 2 : X, 2 : D , 2 : A . A group 5 : 4 5 A, 4B in H5 5 6 6 10 5
² :has a subgroup Y 5 A, 2 B D . Calculating the inner product shows10
  Ž . , 1  1; hence, there is 0   V such that Y
 C  . This showsY H
 Ž . Ž . that N  C   2. Now Lemma 1 gives the result as  is real inH H N Ž .H
every possible case.
Ž . ( ( )  )   Ž .d U 2 , 6, F , F  43. Here GU 2 .2 Z is nonexcep-4 4
Ž . Ž . Ž .tional,  1  6, and HU 2 .2. If we embed H into 6 .U 3 .2 , we can4 1 4 2
see that this representation is just the restriction of the six-dimensional
Ž . Ž .representation of 6 .U 3 .2 to H, which we handle in III g . Let H X1 4 2
4   Ž . 2 : A . Then  , 1  1 and X is maximal in EU 2 . This shows5 X 4
 Ž . Ž . that there is 0   V such that N  C   2. We finally remarkH H
that  takes only real values, so we apply Lemma 1.
Ž . ( ( ) )e U 2 , 10, 7 . Here Goodwin’s proof shows that  is not4 E
absolutely irreducible. We further remark that a group G of induced type
Ž . Ž .  is not possible since F   F for  1  5,   , or  , and F  7.2 3
So this Goodwin triple is not possible.
Ž . ( ( )  )   Ž .f 2.U 2 , 4, F , F  49. Here G 2.U 2 Z is nonexcep-4 4
Ž . Ž .tional,  1  4, and H 2.U 2 . The character  restricted to H affords4
   4a primitive third root of unity. Therefore, F  7, 13, 19, 31, 37, 43, 49 .
   If F  7, our analysis using GAP S showed that there are two orbits
H H Ž . ,  of H on nonzero vectors of V with C  C   2. A of order1 2 H H 1 4
Ž . 12 Ž .24 and D  C   3 : Q of order 216. Furthermore, N C CH H 2 8 H H H
Ž .N D D  C . This shows that the orbit lengths on nonzero vectorsH H H 6
under H and G are 2160 and 240. No vector is real.
The following representatives of conjugacy classes of nontrivial closed
subgroups in H exist: C , D , X , Y , where X is a quaternion groupH H H H H
² : Ž . Ž .of order 8, Y  3D , and dim C X  dim C Y  2. Further-H V H V H
 Ž .   Ž . more, N X X  N Y Y  72. Hence,H H H H H H
4f t  t  1 2160 t 1  N C CŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . , H H H H
240 t 1  N D DŽ . Ž .Ž .H H H
6480 g  t 1  N X XŽ . Ž .Ž .X H H H
17280 g  t 1  N Y Y ,Ž . Ž .Ž .Y H H H
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Ž .where g resp. g is a normalized linear polynomial which counts theX Y
Ž . Ž .number u resp. u of one-dimensional subspaces U resp. U ofX Y X Y
Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž . .C X resp. C Y for which C U  X resp. C U  Y . ButV H V H H X H H Y H
g and g have their root at t 7, so g  g  t 7 andX Y X Y
f t  t 4  330 t 2  2240 t 1911.Ž . , H
This enables us to determine the lengths of H-orbits on V as 2 240,
   2 2160, 6480, and 17280 for F  13. For F  19, we get 3 240,
 3 2160, 3 6480, 3 17280, and 51840. This shows that for F  13,
19, no vector is real.
Now let G HC . We note that the given lengths of H-orbits for H1 6
 and F  7, 13, 19 are also those for G . The nontrivial closed subgroups1
of G are C, D, X, Y, B, where CH C , DHD , XH X ,1 H H H
Ž . ² : Ž .YH Y , and BH 1 and BZ G  3 A Z G . We haveH 1 1
Ž .dim C B  3 andV
f t  f t  g  t 1 1296  51840,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . , G  , H B1
where g is a normalized quadratic polynomial defined analogously to g .B X
Ž . Ž .Ž .But g has roots at 7 and 13, hence g t  t 7 t 13 andB B
f t  t 4  40 t 3  510 t 2  2200 t 1729.Ž . , G1
  Ž .Let F  31. We have f 31  155,520. Hence the group G has , G 11
 exactly one regular orbit on V for F  31. Let  be a primitive fifth root
of unity. We conclude that for z Z of order 5, the element 5 A  z
Ž 2 3 4 .diag  ,  ,  , 1 centralizes some vector 0   V.
  Ž .Let F  37. We have f 37  3  155,520. Let G HC . As , G 2 121
Ž .there is no element of order 36 in H, for all   V, we have C  G 2
Ž .C  , so always three G -orbits of the same length are fused under G.G 2
We know that G has exactly three regular orbits on V, hence there is1
 Ž .   V such that C   2 and we are done.G 2
  Ž .  Let F  43. We have f 43  7  155,520. Now as G : G  7, it , G 11
follows that these seven regular orbits under G are fused to one regular1
orbit of G. So there is a real   V.
  Ž .Let F  49. We have f 49  14  155,520, and there are exactly 14 , G1
regular orbits in V under G . If a regular orbit G1 does not give rise to a1
 Ž .  Ž . Ž .real vector, then C  is divisible by 4. As  4B   2 B  0 and anG
element x belonging to class 4 A in E normalizes only two different
Ž .subspaces of dimension 1 outside C x , the result follows with Lemma 1.V
Ž . ( ( )  )   Ž .g 6 . U 3 , 6, F , F  151. Here G 6 .U 3 .2 is nonexcep-1 4 1 4 2
Ž . Ž . Ž .tional,  1  6, H 6 .U 3 .2 , and H  6 .U 3 . The isoclinism type1 4 2 0 1 4
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Ž 6of H plays no role in our argument. H has a maximal subgroup M 2
. Ž 5 . 3 A , and MH  2  3 A . The elementary abelian normal sub-6 0 6
group W of H of order 25 is an indecomposable A -module with0 6
composition series a four-dimensional module atop of the trivial one. W is
completely reducible as a A -module with the same composition factors.5
Ž . 4This shows that there is   V such that C  C   2 : A and0 H 50
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .N   Z H  C  C  Z H  C, where C C   C  C .H 2 0 H 0 2
Ž .We apply Lemma 1 d .
Ž . ( ( ) ) Ž . Ž .h 6 .U 3 , 12, 11 . Here G 6 .U 3 . 2 2 is exceptional of1 4 1 4 1 2
Ž .  induced type,  1  12, and F  11. We can apply our results from
Ž . Ž . III g and Lemma 2 to the group G  6 .U 3 .2 F and get a real0 1 4 1 E
vector.
Ž .We remark that, similar to I h , this case is only relevant in view of
Ž .Goodwin’s theorem, as Z E is not central in G.
Ž . ( ( )  )    4 Ž . Ž .i U 2 , 10, F , F  7, 13 . Here G U 2  Z,  1  10,5 0 5
   and G is exceptional of invariant type for F  7 and for F  13. In this
case a counting argument which is usually applied to show the existence of
regular orbits yields the existence of a real vector   V.
Suppose first that p 7. Then GG is cyclic of order 12. Let G 1
3Ž .O G . Then  is real valued and it suffices to show that, for someG1
  V, we have
C   C  .Ž . Ž .G G1
Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž . If C   C  , then N  C  is divisible by 3. We claim thatG G G G1 1 1
there is   V such that the latter group is a 3-group. Furthermore, it is
2Ž . Ž .enough to do this for EO G U 2 instead of G .1 5 1
 Ž . Ž . If 3 divides N  C  , then either there are at least two elementsE E
Ž . Ž . Ž .of order 3 in N   C  , or as exp E  9, an element x of order 9 inE E 3
Ž . Ž .  3 64 Ž .N   C  . But in the latter case, x , x 
 C  . We define the setsE E E
  Ž . 4  3  Ž . 4S  x E o x  3 and S  x x E and o x  9 . Our claim will1 2
follow if we show
1
 V  n x  C y ,Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Vž /2 xS yS1 2
Ž .  x Ž . 4 where n x    V    x  ,  is a linear faithful character of X
Ž ² :.X x . Now we use the character table of E and calculate
710  176  2  75  3520 74  2  73  3520  2  72  21120  2  74.Ž .
 Hence a real vector exists for F  7.
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  Ž .Now let F  13. Then GG is cyclic of order 24, EGU 2 , and5
 Ž . Ž .  is real valued. If   V is not a real vector, we infer that N  C E E E
must be divisible by 3 or by 4. Now let S and S be as before, and let1 2
  Ž . 4  2  Ž . 4S  x E o x  4 and S  x x E and o x  8 . Then it suffices3 4
to show that
1
 V  n x  C x  n x  m x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý Ý ÝVž /2 xS xS xS xS1 2 3 4
Ž .   x 4 where m x    V   . This yields to
1310  352  135  3520 134  2  133  3520  2  132  21120  2  134Ž .
 11880  134  35640 134  1322  142560  132 .Ž .
 Hence a real vector exists for F  13.
Ž . ( ( ) ) Ž . Ž .j U 2 , 11, 7 . Here GU 2  Z is nonexceptional,  1 5 5
Ž . Ž .11, and HU 2 . There is a maximal subgroup X L 11 in H which5 2
centralizes a real vector   V.
5.4. Other Quasisimple Groups
Ž . (  )    4 Ž .a 2.J , 6, F , F  11, 19 . Here G 2. J Z,  1  6, and2 2
H 2. J . The character  takes only real values on H and the only2
elements of H which centralize any nonzero vector belong to class 2 A,
Ž .4 A, 8 A, 5 AB, or 3B. Elements in class 2 A such that  2 A  2 and
elements of order 3, resp. 5, in class 3B, resp. 5 AB, generate a subgroup
  Ž . ² : Ž .X A . We calculate  , 1  1. As N X  2 B, 3 A  X SL 2, 35 X H
Ž . Ž . Ž . X and  2 B   3 A  0, the assertion follows from Lemma 1 b .
Ž . ( ) Ž .b 6.Suz, 12, 19 . Here G 6.SuzZ is nonexceptional,  1 
12, and H 6.Suz. This representation comes from the action of H as
automorphism group on the complex Leech lattice. There are 196  560
short vectors, H is transitive on them, and a stabilizer is isomorphic to
Ž . Ž . Ž .U 2 . The group U 2 has a maximal subgroup L 11 and we have5 5 2
  Ž Ž . . , 1  2 and   2  1  here we embed L 11 into H .L Ž11. L Ž11. 5 22 2
Ž .We fix a subgroup XM in H. Then X contains an L 11 -subgroup11 2
 and we have  , 1  1. The maximal subgroups of H containing theX
subgroup X are either isomorphic to C  36 : M or to C  2.M : 2.2 11 3 12
In the latter group, no overgroup of X centralizes any nonzero vector, and
  6it follows from W that a 3 : M subgroup of H does not centralize any11
nonzero vector. In such a subgroup, the M -module 36 is the indecompos-11
5 Ž .able extension of an irreducible module 3 atop Z H . We conclude that3
Ž .there is   V such that C  M and that the vector  is real.H 11
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Ž . ( ( )  )   Ž .c S 2 , 7, F , F  79. Here G S 2  Z is nonexceptional,6 6
Ž . Ž . 1  7, and H S 2 . There is a subgroup X of H such that XD6 10
² :   C , X 3 A, 5 A, 2C . Calculating the inner product gives  , 1  1.3 X
Ž .We see that there is 0   V such that X
 C  . Inspecting theH
 Ž . overgroups Y of X in H, we see that  is real and N Y Y is anY H
elementary abelian 2-group. Lemma 1 gives the result.
Ž . ( ( ) ) Ž . Ž .d 2.S 2 , 8, 11 . Here G 2.S 2 Z is nonexceptional,  16 6
Ž . Ž . 8, and H 2.S 2 . Here H acts as a subgroup of 2. 2 .2 on the root6 8
lattice of E . Inspecting the indices of the maximal subgroups of H shows8
that H acts transitively on the minimal vectors with point stabilizer
Ž .isomorphic to U 3 .2. This shows that there is a real   V.3
Ž . ( ( )  )   Ž .e 2. 2 .2, 8, F , F  271. Here G  2. 2 .2Z is8 8
Ž . Ž .nonexceptional,  1  8, and H 2. 2 .2. This representation comes8
from the action of H as automorphism group on the eight-dimensional
root lattice E . H is transitive on the 240 minimal vectors and a stabilizer8
Ž .is isomorphic to S 2  C . This shows that there is a real   V.6 2
If V is an FG-module where F is different from the prime field  , ourp
Ž . Ž . Ž .proof shows that a real vector exists in all three cases A , B , and C of
our theorem. Now the proof of our theorem is complete.
6. PROOF OF THE COROLLARIES
Proof of Corollary 1. Let V, F be as in the assumptions of Corollary 1.
Ž .Suppose char F  p is a prime different from 3, 5, 7, 11, 13, 19, and 31.
We argue by induction on dim V and, in case dimensions agree, on theF
order of the groups involved. Proceeding by way of contradiction and
 carrying out the Clifford reduction as in RS , we have either the quasisim-
ple or the extraspecial situation; that is, a minimal nonabelian normal
subgroup E of G is either quasisimple or extraspecial and acts absolutely
irreducible on V. We have to find real vectors in these situations. By our
choice of p, this is obviously possible by our theorem, the result for p 2
   in RS , and the main result in GM .
It remains to show that G is absolutely irreducible and necessarily
F  if in the remaining cases no real vector exists. This follows again byp
inspection from the results mentioned above.
 We remark that in RS, Theorem A the analogous result for solvable
groups is proved.
Proof of Corollary 2. This follows immediately from Corollary 1 and
 RT, Theorem 2 .
Ž . Ž .Proof of Corollary 3. If a weakly real vector exists, the k GV -conjec-
 ture holds true R2 . For the remaining cases, we apply Knorr’s result that¨
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Ž . Ž . the k GV -conjecture holds in case C  is abelian for some   V K,G
 Ž . Ž . Ž .  Theorem 3.7 . This settles A , B , and C for F  13, 19. In the
 remaining case F  7, we can count the number of conjugacy classes as




Ž .where  
 are representatives of the different G-orbits in V. Now

Ž .apply the description of the orbits given in Section 4 III f and get
Ž . Ž .  k GV  3 34 24 216  822 2401 V .
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